
VIDEO FOREVER APRIL 2014 – HELSINKI FINLAND !
Dance with the body : from flesh to mecanics !!!

All human bodies belong to the same humanity. Whether in the 
realm of imagination, experienced in its flesh, resistant, 
transformed, mechanized, robotized, the body constantly refers to 
the human. The artists today play with the ambiguity of the body, 
though this ambiguity is an illusion: the body is indivisible. Whether 
it practices nature or mechanics, excess or carelessness, 
resistance or failure, group or solitude, it is always the same body. 
And the artists, whether Finnish, Swiss, occidental or from 
elsewhere, explore relentlessly what Paul Ardenne has defined as 
"Corpopoetics": the investigation, exploration and appropriation of 
one's body as a meaningful approach to oneself.  

Paul Ardenne !
Contemporary Corpopoetics !!!

For this first international round of Video Forever, we have, indeed, chosen 
the theme of the body – and moreover, of the « happy body ».  !
Why is that? !
The first reason is of biological nature. The body is universal, we have one 
and only one and if we have all our intellectual abilities, we are aware of this 
reality. By definition, to exist is to have a body, and to be is to exist with and 
within our body. !
The second reason of this choice is of both ontological and political nature.  !
Ontological first: any reflection about being, about what we are, about how we 
are what we are, necessarily involves the relationship we have with our own 
body and, beyond that, with the body of other beings. Idealistic philosophy 
considers the body with contempt and prefers the dematerialized world of 
essence, while a naturalistic cultural disposition will first consider the body. !



And second, political. The body is never abstract: it exists as flesh. The body 
however is more than and goes beyond its fleshy reality: it is an interface. 
This notion of interface is essential. Acting doesn’t always mean acting for 
one self, as if we were an entity, a “monade” according to Leibnitz, as if we 
were an autonomous being who owes nothing to any body else nor to the rest 
of the world.  The reality is that by necessity we are indeed social animals 
and therefore, “interfaced” and “interfacing”. To live in absolute solitude is 
sometimes possible, but never in the long term. At some point or another, the 
need for the other is resented, whatever the appreciation of solitude. We then 
can feel, as much independent as we are, how much dependent we are as 
well. !
Furthermore, this tandem of independence and dependence is at the very 
basis for politics, when understood as the widened government of ourselves, 
the government of ourselves among the others, and in that perspective, 
politics being understood as the way to live together, to render common life 
possible or even harmonious. !
Within this frame, the artistic expression that is our center of interest exists 
and defines itself because of this interface I was mentioning before, interface 
between us and ourselves, between us and the others and more widely 
considered, between us and the world – and this, whether we are considering 
the inhabited, the cosmic or the symbolic world. While the artists often create 
in solitude, rarely they create for the solitude, with the solitude as a goal. The 
actually mostly create for an interlocutor, who may be secret, though essential 
as the interlocutor socializes by his very existence the creative process and 
expression. !
While it has become a widely recognized evidence that the body is always 
political is nowadays, it remains more mysterious however, to understand 
how the body is political. To understand this “how”, we have to take into 
account the state of the reality, the state of common mental atmosphere in 
which the body – the bodies - moves itself or themselves. !
In that sense, our choice of a “happy atmosphere” for the videos about bodies 
that we will watch together tonight is actually a very political affirmation and 
even act. !
We are living, in this beginning of the 21rts Century, in a world of complexity, 
which associates progression and regression, emancipation and servitude, 
polarization (I am from here, from Finland) and globalization (I am from 
everywhere, I am from the Earth). Culturally speaking, we are in a 
“postmodern” era, postmodernism being characterized by both a continuous 
attachment to modernist values such as movement, change, engagement 
and novelty, and the concomitant refusal of authority, ideology, constraint and 



collectivism. To those values, postmodernism prefers individualism and 
hedonism, and to the possibility of a similar truth for all as proposed by 
modernism: postmodernism will favor doubt, relativity and relativism, and 
oppose each individual opinion – opinion and not truth.  
Furthermore, postmodernism also tends to replace the modernist feeling of 
eternity by the glory of the very instant. !
These changes in art perception and politics obviously also modulate the 
artistic and social perception of our body and the positions taken by the artists 
today are rather questioning a position than affirmative of a point of view. The 
interface with the other that I mentioned before expresses itself as a constant 
question rather than as an evidene, a position that surely enough generates 
much uncertainty, but also a very welcome diversity and variety in artistic 
practices. The artist today, while he works, as always, with and against his 
own body, also works with and against all human bodies who create his social 
environment. 
  
Another point to take into account is about the representation of our bodies. 
During the 20th Century, totalitarian regimes have often favored the ideal body 
as being healthy, heroic, both natural and strong. But by the end of the 20th 
Century, appears another body, less fleshy, less athletic, sometimes pathetic: 
I mean, the “Post Human” body, according to the title Jeffrey Deitch gave to 
an important exhibition, post human meaning engineered by biotechnology. 
The post-human representation of the human body conveys the idea that 
sooner or later, the natural body will disappear in favor of the bionic body. The 
bionic body is the new body, the body of the future, constructed with 
substances, drugs, prosthesis, transplants, implants, machines as life 
auxiliaries. As stated by the philosopher Pierre Legendre in its statement-like 
book entitled the factory of the Occidental Man, “The occidental man is born 
into a theater that has become highly medical”. !
But things are not as simple, and it is obvious that despite this “medical 
theater” the flesh resists to the machine. Or better said, the body made of 
flesh and the machine-body enter into productive dialogues, and rather than 
being in opposition, complete each other, the body today being a novel, 
homogeneous body, both fleshy and mechanical, without any more any 
reciprocal exclusion. !
As we will se tonight in the videos we selected, today’s art works and videos 
in particular about the body resonate with this new perspective, a more 
aggregative one rather than schizophrenic. The works of various artists and 
sometimes of the same artist such as in the case of Ali Kazma oscillate 
between the fleshy and the mechanical model of the body with an astonishing 
flexibility.  !



So let’s now discover how the selection of artists we propose tonight model 
and modulate our perceptions of our bodies, by their own perceptions and 
representations. !
Thank you very much. !


